With 'Scotland' emblazoned on its flag
Bruce's scientific work in both polar regions qualified him better than most to apply as a senior scientific member of Scott's British National Antarctic Expedition on the Discovery, which was leaving England in 1901. His request eventually led only to an offer of a junior appointment which he fairly naturally declined.
After failing to join Scott's expedition at a senior level, he organised his own expedition. Though London-born, Bruce was passionately Scottish, and the crew and scientists of his Scottish National Antarctic Expedition of 1902-04 were almost all Scottish. 4 He had met Major Andrew Coats in the Arctic during the late 1890s. Andrew and James Coats backed the expedition financially. Bruce's ship the Scotia sailed south from Scotland in November 1902. In March 1903 the ship was frozen in at what became known as Scotia Bay on Laurie Island. Here the men began eight months of ice-bound life on board. Scientifically, the expedition's legacy was significant. Ashore, they established a meteorological station, Omond House, now the oldest working observatory in Antarctica. (When the Scotia was freed by the ice, Bruce sailed from the Antarctic to Buenos Aires in December 1903 and persuaded the Argentinians to take over the meteorological station. In their winter 'beset' in the ice, the young chief engineer of the ship, Allan Ramsay, had died of heart disease. On a crisp Antarctic day, Kerr led the coffinbearers across the ice to shore, playing a traditional Scottish folk tune often chosen as a lament, 'The Flowers of the Forest'. 7 It is easy to imagine the emotions of the men, so far from Scotland, as they farewelled their dead companion.
Late in the southern autumn of 1903-04 the steam yacht Scotia was again briefly beset in the pack ice of the Weddell Sea. During the shorter besetment, one evening in March 1904 Kerr, in highland dress with his pipes, was on deck. His kilt swirled about him as he walked down the ship's gangway. Men were working on the sea ice around the frozen-in ship, and shovelling snow into a large pan for the ship's water supplies, or catching emperor penguins (numerous on the ice that day) which they skinned, dissected, and used for food. 8 Kerr had warmed up his pipes in the comfort of shelter below decks. When he stepped onto the ice he walked briskly out away from the ship and stopped near one of penguins. When he began to play, the penguin looked up with apparent curiosity. Bruce photographed the striking sight, recording in the ship's log, ' After dinner I spent a considerable time, as it was sunny, photographing the piper, the ship and an Emperor Penguin, and a football scene'.
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The photographs (see Figure 2) provided what became the most recognisable scene of the expedition (one later featured on a British Antarctic Survey stamp).
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As some of them show, Kerr was playing to a penguin which had in fact been leg-roped to a small pan full of ice.
Despite the rope, an emperor penguin could scarcely have been detained if it had wanted to leave. Expedition men and ship crews who handled them noted that the birds are fast and powerful, even on the ice.
'It was just all that one man could do to lead one up to the ship: with their beaks they bit fairly hard, and with their long flipper-like wings could hit out decidedly hard', wrote the Scotia's doctor and geologist, James Harvey. Men on other expeditions had similar experiences of the unbiddability of penguins. On one Antarctic morning in January 1914 at Commonwealth Bay, 26-year-old Peter Goddard (the Aurora's second steward) went out with the second engineer, chasing emperor penguins. Between them the two men caught and killed one animal. Goddard knocked down another bird three times, but it still escaped him and made the safety of the water. 'Emperor Penguins are fine big birds about 3ft 6 inches high and very broad', Goddard wrote ruefully in his diary.
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Standing penguins can drop onto the ice and toboggan swiftly across it, using their flippers to propel themselves. The ability to do this, combined with their considerable weight (up to 35 kg) and energetic reactions to handling, make it unlikely that penguins could have been forced to stand anywhere at all, whether near the piper or not.
But penguins are also by nature inquisitive. As visitors to Antarctica discover, penguins will approach someone who sits quietly. Sometimes, they come so close that they are too close to be photographed.
A century after Kerr played his pipes for the penguin, geographer Innes Keighren described the incident as 'a frivolous and impromptu experiment'. 13 He had hired Kerr to maintain morale during the voyage, as well as serving as a laboratory assistant. There were few ways in which he could better have reinforced the expedition's Scottish flavour than by taking a piper.
14 Science was the talisman of the Expedition [he wrote] but 'Scotland' was emblazoned on its flag. It may be that in endeavouring to serve humanity by adding another link to the golden chain of science, we have also shown that the nationality of Scotland is a power that must be reckoned with.
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The presence of bagpipes neatly satisfied Bruce's nationalist ambitions. No single entity is more closely tied to Antarctica (even when not leg-roped to it) than a penguin. Bruce would surely have delighted in using the typically Scottish pipes when photographing piper Kerr with that most overused of Antarctic symbols, the penguin.
James Harvey Pirie suggested another motive for the spectacle. It was, he said, an experiment designed to test the effect of music on penguins. Did the penguins like the pipes? Kerr played marches, reels and laments without apparent effect, said Pirie -there was 'only sleepy indifference'.
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Other penguin encounters with music
There were other orchestrated encounters between penguins and music in Antarctica during the heroic era. Two of these occurred on Shackleton's Imperial Trans-Antarctic Expedition of 1914-17. In the first incident, three Adelie penguins approached meteorologist Leonard Hussey while he was playing a banjo. Shackleton wrote that:
The little of the music that comes from Scotland. The shouts of laughter from the ship added to their dismay, and they made off as fast as their short legs would carry them.
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The second occasion reflects the polarised opinions that bagpipes can so easily produce. When Scottish biologist Robert Clark 'endeavoured to entertain our little visitors with melodies of his native highlands', expedition photographer Frank Hurley later wrote, it was unsuccessful. 'His amiable intentions failed', said Hurley, 'for when the penguins heard the bagpipes, they fled in terror and plunged back into the sea'.
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Much later, in the mid-1950s, a visitor to subantarctic Îles Kerguelen played an accordion to a group of penguins. The doctor at the French base on the island, Andre Migot, interpreted the penguins' reaction as positive. Though the choice of instrument was apt on a French island, the visitor was in fact an Australian, Phillip Law. Migot wrote:
It is known that they [penguins] are very fond of music. To prove it to us Dr Law fetched his accordion and began to play 'The Dead Leaves', one of his favourite songs. There was no doubt that the penguins were interested; they stretched out their necks and turned this heads on one side as if trying to hear better.
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These incidents are so few and so lacking in any comparability that we can really only guess at any reaction of penguins to bagpipes and other musical instruments. Observed behaviour seems to show no consistency at all -in Kerr's there is apparent indifference, in Law's curiosity, in Hussey's and Clark's, antipathy.
The enduring image
The More than a century after Bruce's expedition, the image of piper and penguin still has a modest but palpable life of its own in music and in literature. Scottish composer Roy Goldring used the name 'The Piper and the Penguin' for one of the dances of his Scotia Suite, which commemorated the centenary of the expedition. (The dance was performed in Canberra as an introduction to this paper in 2011 -see below.)
New Zealand writer Laurence Fearnley used the same title for a short story which centres around a photograph of the piper Kerr:
Kathleen looked at the photograph once more before fixing it to the fridge door by a plastic-coated magnet. She couldn't imagine the playing of the bagpipes in such a cold climate. She imagined that the notes from the pipes would freeze in the air and then fall shattered to the ground like small shards of broken glass. 21 Her imagery brings to mind the storytelling conceit of Rabelais, who described words which 'congeled in ayre' in intense cold, and could be heard when summer melted them. 22 On the confines of Rabelais' frozen sea, Words and cries of men and women froze in the air … and now, the rigour of winter being over, by the succeeding serenity and warmth of the weather, they melt and are heard.
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The audience as food
In Antarctica, the presence of wildlife is emphatically seasonal, sources of fresh meat are scarce, and emperor penguin breast was once very acceptable tucker. In December 1910, on the second antarctic expedition of Robert Falcon Scott, the young Australian geologist Frank Debenham reported that Christmas dinner was a prolonged business. 'I must give you the Menu', he wrote in his diary -it was mulligatawny soup and fricassee of penguin. 24 The men of the Scotia expedition who caught emperor penguins for skins and meat were continuing a practice already established on Antarctic expeditions. Bruce, like other naturalists, collected skin, skeletons and other animal specimens for scientific study. His officers and crew used whatever wildlife could be caught as food. Seals and penguins were sometimes the only fresh meat men had in 12 months or more.
The talk of food was constant. Aboard the Scotia, 'it was surprising how often conversation at meals turned towards food: each man had his especial delicacy which he associated with the return to civilisation, and which was unobtainable in our wilderness'. 25 The men killed several emperors the day Bruce photographed Kerr with his bagpipes, and would certainly have taken the breast meat and livers of these animals into their larder. The photographs therefore represent a rare and possibly unique example of a concert in which the performer followed his musical efforts by making a meal of the audience.
